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(General Development of the Theory)

by

C.. Mark

(issued November 30 9 1944)

Summary

CRT-340

A method of obtaining approximate solutions of the

transport equation is presented in a form applicable in principle

to any geometry.. The approximation will give good results in

cases where the angular distribution'is not very anisotropic ..

The basis of the approximation is t~ expand the density per u~it

solid angle W(t?rt) in spherical harmonic tensors formed from

fr? the unit vector in the direction of velocitY9 and to break off

the expansion.. A differential equation whose degree inQveases

wi th the order of the approximation is' obtained for the total

density w(o)(r)o This equation has the form

1I(v 2 -VI) w(o)(~) = 0ll

I

Where the numbers Vi depend on the order of the approximation and

on the value of the parameter a of the medium, but not at all on

the geometry"

When the equation for the total density is an ordinary

equation? we simulate the ph~sical condition of continuity of

* (;?n) at a boundary in a multi-medium problem by requiring that

the spherical harmonic moments of W(;~~ Which we retain be

continuous; and this determines the constants in the solution for
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( 0) ("""")
1jf r " The form of the solution for the total density and the

necessary moments in an approximation of general order is given

explicitly for plane and spherical symmetry; and for cylindrical

symmetry the solution is given for two low-order approximations"

In a later report (CRT-338, Revised) the application of

the method to several problems involving plane and spherical

s~nmetry will be discussed in detail and the results of a number

of examples already worked will also be given o
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1 0 Introduction o

In this report we discuss a method of obtaining

approximate solutions to the tramsport equation

ldiv {il\jf(-;,it)] + \jf(;,n) =',(1-a)\jf(o)(;)/41T + g.ct:,R)" (1 0 1)

(The notation is discussed below o ) For the transport equation

with plane symmetrY9

this method amounts to the familiar device of expanding \jf(Z9~)

(and ~(z,~)) in Legendre polynomia1~g

00

V(z,~) ~ ~ 10(2k+l)"k( z)PkCu.)

:I

, where \jfk€Z) =I\jf(z,~)Pk(~)dA.;
-1 (1

0
3)

and obtaining values for the first few terms of the series on the

assumption that the remaining terms are negligible o (The ~implest

diffusion approximation is obtained by keeping only the first two

terms o~ (lo3)) 0

This type of approximation will, of course, work best in

cases where the angular distribtion of neturons is not too violently

anisotropic, or, at least, is very anisotropic only over relatively

small parts of the region considered o It may then be effectively

applied to multi-medium problems where all the media are some

number (say 1 or 2) of mean free paths thick, and where the medium

The content of this report was wor~ed out infue first instance

by Dr o J o LeCaine, Dr o PoR o Wallace and the author, in collaborationo

The author has be~n responsible for the preparation of the report;
I

and in th~s he has had the assistance of suggestions by Dr o Go' Placzeko
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within which we wish to study the density is not too heavily

capturing; but it cannot be expected to give reliable results

easily if applied to thirt shells or to situation~ where a

8=function or very marked anisotropy is everywhere present in

the angular distributiono

In the method presented hers the plane symmetry mentioned

above is included as a special case; for we expand the function

W(~~n) in spherical harmonic tensors formed from the vector n
before specifying the particular geometryo (These tensors are

equivalent to the usual surface spherical harmonics of n.)
In the present report we give first the gener~l development

of the theory~ in a form in which no particular symmetry is assumed;

so that the formulae up to the end of § 5 are valid for any geometry.

In the remaining sections~ § § 6~ 7, 8, we specialize the geometry

to plane, spherical and cylindrical symmetry. The first two cases ~ave,

of course~ been handled before~ without resorting to tensors.

(These cases are relatively simple ~n virtue of the fact that o/(~,n)

depends on only one angular variable, so that the expansion in

spherical harmonics reduces to an expansion in Legendre polynomials.)

For a consideration of either one of these two cases exclusively

the tensor notation would onl,Y be an encumbrance. But the present

approach becomes worthwhile for one interested in applying the

approximation to several ~eometries; and, in the case of the cylinder,

any less formally systematic method would seem to be out of the

questiono

In the plane and spherical cases it is quite feasible

(at least when the source term is very simple) to carry out
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approximations which amount to keeping up to 9 terms in the series

(1,,3)0 In the cylinder it becomes very onerqus to go beyond the

stage analogous to keeping 4 terms in (1 0 ))0

Several constants a~pear repeatedly in the computations

involved in actually applying the method: tables of these constants

are given in ORT=338 Revised, liThe Spherical Harmonic Method II"

by 0 0 Mark"

In Appendix A we recal1 9 for convenience, definitions

from the tensor calculus' and we define the spherical harmonic

tensors",

In Appendix B we give most of the mechanical work required

in handling the spherical case" In Appendix 0 we give some of the

mechanical detail required for the cylindrical case o In Appendix
"

D we give a proof of a general lemma which is formally useful in

establishing the completeness,of the solutions given in the

particular geometries o

In a following report (ORT=338 9 Revised) we shal~ discuss

the technique of applying th~ method to several particular types

of problem o In the cases of plane and spherical symmetry we give

also the results of such application? and these will indicate the

degree of convergence to be expected of the method in various

situations o

Notation o

For physical quantities? we use th~ notation of MT=4

(Placzek and Volkoff: "Notes on Diffusion ,of Neutrons without
-t>

Ohange in Energy")" 11 is a unit vector"
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-l> -l>
o.nV(r,n) is the total density of neutrons at

-jr>. .+
V(r,o.) is the number of neutrons per unit volume 9.n3 IH3"P unit solid

-l> -l>
angle at the point r, travelling in the direction n w

v( 0) = V( 0) (;) = J
-:.. q(-;,n) is the source term, giving the number of neutrons produced

-l> -l>
at r which travel in the direction n(per unit volume and per unit

solid angle)"

~: when (as in all the case studied in detail here) W(-;',n) is

a function of only o~e space variable, ~is the cosine of the angle

between the direction in which that variable is measured and the

direction of It
}. is the total mean free path of a neutron"

a, when posi tive, is the ratio );) , where) is the capture mean. c c

free path (alternatively, a F l/(N+l), where N is the average

number of collisions a neutron suffers before capture)o If a be

negative then it may be. interpreted as (l-k)f/,~ where k is a

mUltiplication constant greater than unitYo

For tensors, we use a notation somewhat similar to that

in McConnell: Applications of the Absolute DLfferentiEll Calculus,

Blackie, 1931"

n i are contravariant components of no
Til"·,,in are contravariant components of the symmetric spherical

-l>
harmonic tensor of order n formed from no

Di indicates the tensor operation of covariant differentiation with

respect to xi"

DJ.... indicates the tensor operation of successive covariantJ & (\ .,

i jdifferentiation with respect to x , x 000

i'g J is the contravariant metric tensor.
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*i jooe =*ijQQQ(~) = J dIT*(~,n)TijQQQo

We use the summation convention that if the same literal

, index appears both as a subscript ~nd superscript in a particular
"

symbol or product of symbols, we imply wmmation over the index:
i ~ ~eogo uiv B uov; and such indices are not to be included in

determining the tensor rank of the term in which they appearo

The following symbols are used throughout with the

same significance 9

(1] Definitions of tensor terms and notation are given in

Appendix Ae
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(In the above~ I represents the sum of all the different terms

of the form indicated which may be obtained by interchangtng indices;

the nUlT,lber of such terms is also showno) These spherical harmonic

tensors satisfy the recurrence relation~

1I1

r,tn+l Ti1000in ~ ~~~1Tiro.in+l -I' jtt';;*+il" 11 Ti1oooik_1ikH~Q !'Dg

(2 0 2)

L Tiloooik=l ik+loooij=l ij+loooin+l giki jo
l<k< j<n- ,

The components of these tensors form an orthogonal system

on the surfac) of the unit sphereo They (or rather, the physical

components Tiloooin ) are linear combinations of the usual surface

spherical harmonics P (m)(iI)C?Smrf.. Examples of these combinationsn I-" 8111. 'PO

are given in the following table o For this purpose we adopt the

ab1Jreyia ti ons

Pn(m)(IJ,) cos m ¢ 1S C~~P Pn(m)(/J.)Sin m¢ Il!l s~? Pn (/1.) ;;;: Pna (2 0 3)
=1If' we number' the axes so thate( = COB /1.) is measured from the

direction of x3 and so that the azimuthal angle ¢ is measured
f)

from the direction of x~p then we have

In ge n8 ral ?

i i
:ror T l~" 0 n?

and in particular?
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for Tij~ !ll= -( 2P2 + C~)/49 T22 = -(2P2 -' G~)/4;

for Tijk : ~l13 = (6P3+C~)/12, ~223 ~ =(6P3-0~)/12; (2 0 6)

for Ti jk,t: ~llll = (72P4+8C~+ctt) /192, T1133, = -( 12P4+0~) /24;

for Tijktm: Tlll13 = (360P5+24a§+C~)/960, ~11333 = =(20P5+C§)/40 o

For plane or spherical symmetry we shall require only

the moments with respect to P as in (2 05)0 The table above,.n
along with the relations (proved in Appendix A)

3

\' Tiiko oM :: 0,
i~l

is sufficient to express in terms of surface spherical harmonic

moment~ all the components we shall require in the cylindrical

We now define the moments with respect to these tensors:

wil;ooin Wiloooin ~ / ~ ~ iloooln
:= ( r') = W( r llfl) T dO. , ( 2 ° 8 )

where the integration is over the unit sphere about the point ~o

Let us represent scalar products such as wij(;lTij by t(2)T(2)O

Then, with the help of equations (A,9) and (AolO) one can establish

the relation

T(k)(U)T(k)(St') =: (2k)~Pkntn/)/2k(k~ )2 0

If we now substitute from this in the usual spherical parmon1c

expansion ~

it Cit .n) = (1/4rr)L (2k+l)Jdll' Pk (ii. n~ it c;t,n')
k=O ~

we obtain the expansi.on of We r,fll) in terms of spherical harmonic

tensors in the form
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00

",CIt,it) = C:Y41T) 1 C2k+l)2kCk:)2",Ck)Ct )T Ck /C2k):

Before making u~~ of these definitions in the transport

equation (1.1), we suppose that the unit of length in the medium

being considered is so adjusted that the 1I1trdivl1 of the cm.-system

of coordinates of (lQl) becomes merely "div" in the nevl1 system.

The transport equa ti on vvi1l then l)e (2.)

div ::: ( I-a) '" ( 0 ) (~) /Lj.'{r.

If 1IVe, ..v.se the s:e'mr)o], Dj to indicate the operation of covariant

r J r j 1differentiation, then div Ln", will be written as Djl n "'J' so that

(2.10) may be rewritten in our notation as

We are now in a position to replace this integro-

differential equation by an infinite system of linear differential

equations in the moments (2.8). For this purpose we multiply
i 1 i l i 2 1l i 2i 3 .

(2.11) by T , T , T Jo~. 1n turn, use the recurrence

relation (2.2), and then integrate over U, to obtain the follOWing

set of equations:

(2) From here on we omit the source term q(~,n) of (1.1) Bince

it introduces no essential difference: to include it merely
i l i ~

req~ires an additional term (21+l)q ••• nCr) on the right in

equations (2.12). In particular, if the source is isotropic the

only change is the additional term qo(~) in the first equation

of (2.12) Some problems have been done including an isotropic source

term, and references will be made to these in CRT-338, Revised.
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ji1
:= 0, (using Dj g

i
:= D I),

(2 .. 12)

i l i 2 ji3 11 i 2 i 3 := 0,
g Dj '" + 7'!r

ji1 i 2 \ i l i 2 ili i~i2
3D j W +(3/2) (~) D -t - g '. 2DjV j+ 5'!r := 0,

4D
j
Ji1i 2i 3 +(5/3) L DilVi2i3~_(2/3) L

(3)' (3)

5D.Jilui4t7/4) L Dil'!ri2i3i4-(2/L~)I gi l i 2D .",j 13 i 4 + i l ..... i 4 := 0,
J ( 4) ( 6 ) J 9'!r

The basis of the approximation is to assume that after

some stage the terms in the expansion (2.9) become negligible .. If,
i l i

in accordance with this assumption, we suppose that '!r ..... n= °
'for n ~ N, then (2 .. 12) reduces to a f1nite system of equations

which, in principle at least, could be solved. Successive

approximations would be obtained by keeping terms of higher and

higher order in (-2" 9)"

3.. The Differential Equation for the Densityo

Equations (2 0 12) are equations in the tensor components.

We can immediately obtain a set of scalar equations from them by

applying the operators Di to the first, D.. to the next, and so
1 1 11 2

on. Recalling that DiDi ~ ~2, the Laplacian, we obtain the

equations:

i I\l)'!r(l) := -a ",,(0)9

2D(2)'!r(2) + V2t(0) + 3D(1 )",(1) := 0,

3D(3)",(3) + 2V 2 [ D(l)'!r(l) J + 5D(2)'!r(2)= 0,
,

L~D ( 4) '" ( 4 ) + 3V
2 lD( 2)'!r ( 2) J + 7D( 3) '!r ( 3 ):= 0,
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and in general

n D(n).(n) + (n-I)~2 [D(n_2).(n-2)J + (2n-1) D(n_l).(n-l) = 0

( ) (n) 3'From equations 3 0 1 we may express D(n). ~ n=192~ '000

in terms of scalar operations on t(o) 0 These expressions are~

::: - 0..(0) f)

= (_V 2/2 + 30./2).(0) 9

= [(5+4a)V 2/6 - 5a/ 2J.(0)9

=: [3v4/8 - 5(7+11a)V 2/2l.j. + 35a/ 8J.(0),
::: [-(16l+64a)V4/120 + 7(3+7a)V 2/8 - 63a/8J.(0),

= [-5v6/16+2l(14+11a)v4/80=7(11+34a)v2/16+231a/16J.(0),

and in generalf)

D .(,k) = F (V2).(0) (303)
(k)' k L_.,

where Fk is a polynomit9-l of degree U,'U

Fo ::: 1, FI = -a, and

n Fn(V 2) + (n-l)V 2
Fn=2(V2) + (211-1) Fn_l (v2) ::: 00 (304)

What we shall call the (m=l)st approximation is obtained

by assuming that 1/J,(m) E 00 Thus fo!;' the (m-l) st approximwtion we

have at once the differential €I quation for. (0) ~

F (V 2 ) t(o) ::: 00 (305)m
We shall consider mainly approximations of so-called lI odd" order

in which m is even (say m=2n)o This approximation is also referred

to as the .2n_l-approximation, since the moments of order 2n-l are

the last to be retained in the expansion (2 0 9)0 Tn~ operator

F2n(V 2) may be factored in the form
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n
F2n(\72) af'(oonst) IT (\72 = viL,

i=l
so that the fundamental solutions with which we shall approximate

0/(0) are sol~tions of the equations

[w2
= vfJ f(~) = 0

for the particular geometry consideredo It is worthy of note tha~

while the fonn of the fundam~ntal solutions w~ll depend on the

geometry (~~ponentials9 for plane case' Bessel functions 9 for

cylinder; etc o) the, parameters Vi entering the arguments of the

solutions are independent of the geom~try and depend only on the

order of the approximation and the value of a in the medium

consideredo

In the "even" approximati~n9 in which. the moments of

order 2n are the last ones retained 9 there is a new feature

introduced o The operator F2n~I(\72) is of the same deg~ee as

F2n(\72) in (306); so that if (305) is an ordinary differential

equation (i o e 09 if o/(O)(~)l is a function of only one space=

coordinate) there will apparently be the same number of constants

in the solution for 0/(0) when m = 2n+1 as when m = 2n o We ares

however s retaining more moments in the o/2n-approximation than in

the W2n=1=approximation o As we shall see when we specialize the

geometrY9 there are just enough moments in the 0/2n=IFapproximation

to completely determine the constants When we apply boundary ,

conditions: and hence there would seem to be too many moments for

this purpose in the *2n=ap~rbximationo
\

A natural way of clearing up this apparent difficulty is
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the following.

~hallo find that if we take f( V ,r), where

special gBome!l"'hclS, we

[v 2
= v2J f(v,r) = 0,

for the fundamental solution for the density, and if we deduce

from this the for~ of the higher moments, then W(k) will have

the factor

2 'k
Gk (v ) "" Fk (v )Iv , ( 30 8).. .

If we assume W(m) "" ° then v must be a root of Gm(v) = 0 0 In

the odd approximation these roots are just the numbers (3.6);

but in the even approximation (m=2n+l) we have, in addition to

the 2n roots of F2n+1(v 2) = 0, a root with infinite absolute

value. In the even' approximations we therefone add this

infinite root to the zeros of F2n+1 o This amounts to allowing a

8= function in these approximations

4.. The Characteristic Roots of thew (n-l) - Approximation..

When a is positive the roots (ivi) of the enuation

are all real and, 1Nith the usual excepti on of the smalle st, are

all larger than unity is size. This smallest root is always an:

approximation to the root of the equation

arthvlv~ = 1/( I-a.) , (4 0 2)

the approximatlon improving as n increases. If a. is negative the

first root iB pure imaginary (and is still an approximation to the

(3) This method of handling the even approximations was suggested

to the author by Dr. R. E .. Marshak
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root of (402)) the othel;' roots being real and larger than unity

as before"

These statemepts follow immediately from the fact that

the roots of (4,,1) are the same as the roots of the equatio~

2n~1 ~ then

/'
f(~)d~ =

=1

lID

I 1'1 f ( "'i) 0

i=l

follows that for 9mall x the right side of. (4., 3)

n

1 = (l=a),L Pi/2(1=X~i)9 (403)
1=1

where the ~i are the n roots of Pn(~) = 0 and the Pi are the

Christoffel numbers o The Christoffel numbers (the weight numbers

in the aaussian mechanical quadrature formula) are all positive;

and have the property that if f(~) be any polynomial in ~ of de~ree

up to

From this it

expanded in powers of x agrees ~ith t4e expansion of (l=a)arthx/x

up to the term involving x2(n=1) 0 __Hence the smallest root of (4.,3) 9

or (4,,1)9 is an approximation to the to the root of (4" 2) 0 The

f'act that the Pi are positive, and that I~i\ < 1 9 gu.arantees that

the remaining roots of (403) are real and larger than unity in

size o

The equivalence cf the roots of (401) and (403) may be

seen by the following" If we collect the terms of (403) on the
n

left side and multiply the resulting equation through by Cn rr
i=l

,(1=x~i)9 where Pn(~) ::: Cn~n + "009 and designate the left side

of the equation so obtained by Ln9 it is then possible to show

that
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In view

LO := 11) L1 := a
2

and n Ln + (n=l) x Ln=2

of' (304) this establishes

=> (2n=1) L 1 ~ 00n-
that Ln := (_l)nF " so that (403)

n

and (40 1) will have the same roots o '

From this we have incidentally that
n

Fn(X2) = (-l)nxnpn(l/X) [l-(l-a)i~l Pi/2(1-X~i)] •

where Pi anCi I-ti are. related to Pn I) as in (403) Q

It is interes~ing to nate that equation (403), with n

even, is the equation used by GoO o Wick to dete~nine the exponents
r

in his method of'approximatipn to solutions of the transport

equation i~ problems involving plane boundarieso (See~ Wick-

Uber Ebene Dif'f'usions~rob1emep Zeit p f p Physop Vol o l21 p ppo 702=

718 p 1943; and also So Ohandrasekhar p On the Radiative Equilibrium

of a Stellar Atmosphere, IIp Astrophysical Journa1 9 July 1944~)

I
50 Equations f'orthe Tensor O~ponentso

In §3 we obtained a differential equation f'or·the density

*(o)(~)o In geometries where w(0)(1) is a function of only one

space coordinate (the' only geometries we shall consider in detail)

equations (3 0 6) are ordinary differential equations o To determine

the density completelyp we shall have to impose some boundary

conditions; and in this connection it is useful to have expressions

for the components of the tensors of higher order o Equations for

theSe components may be obtained from the equations (2~12) by an

elimination process quite similar to that" used to obtain equations
( ) " i

for 'if 0 0 Thus to obtain an equation for W we assume that the

form of W(c) is already known" and starting with the second equation

of (2 0 12) we eliminate all terms involving tensors of the second
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or higher orders For Wij we start with the third equation of

(2 0 12) and assume that W(o) and Wi are knowns In high=order

approximations this elimination is very tedious' and fortunately

it is quite unnecessary for problems with plane or spherical

s~nmetry (see § § 6 and 7): but it has 9 so far at least 9 been

necessary in the case of the cylindero We therefore include the

equations for the various tensor components in a W3~ and also a

6{V2 -llJjri Jkl ~ 189 L DJ,)<1m+ 5 I
(4) (6)

+ 42 L g1J Dkjrf + LgiJ [10 D1cl _( V2 -21a.) gklJjr (0) ,
(12) (6)

1jr5~approximation for any geometryo These are~

In the 1jr3=approximation~

15 [3V2 - 7 ],vi ~ - [2V2 - 5(7+2a.)J Dijr(o),

5 [v 2 - 7J jrij ~ 15 1Dijrj + [3 Dij - (V?-10a.)g1 jJ jr(o).
(2) ~

21 Wijk ::: 2 I gij D wkn
= 5 I D\V Jk .,.

(3) n (3)

In the W5=approximation~

35 [5\74 = 30\72 + 33]w
i

::: = [25,,4 = 14(21+l.J.Ci.)\72 + 35(11+l.J.a.)] D~"'(O) 1

35[v4 - 18v2 + 33J jri
j = 2l0[V 2 - 3J I D1jrj

(2 )

+[-[30\72 =21(9+a.)J Dij
= (10\74 =21(3+70.),,2 + 420a.)gi j ]",(0)9

63[ 3V2 - IlJjr1 Jk ~ -35[V 2-9J I DijrJk + 21 L[5DiJ-(2V2_9)gi JJjrk
(3) (3)

+ [15 DiJk - (lOV 2 - 7( 9+6a.») )~ giJ D]'J J0),
(3) (5 0 2)

[7Dij =(\72=18)gi j ]",kl
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6" SEecialization to Plane Symmetryo

In this case o/(~,ll) is a function of only one space co

ordinate, z (distance from the plane, to which we assign the index

3 in our tensor notation) 9 and of the one angular coordinate ~(cosine

of the angle between nand the direction of z)o All the spherical

harmonic moments vanish except those with respect to Pn(~); so that

all the tensor components which do not vanish are proportional to

the components .330003 0 Only covariant derivatives with index 3

are different from zero, and these become ordinary derivatives with

respect to z"

For convenience we shall use o/n(z) in place of o/330oo3(z)0

Equation (303) then becomes

In the *2n=1=approximation the differenti~l equation for .0 will

be, from (305) and (3 06),

I

where we take Vi > 0 0 Substituting (6 03) in (6 0 1), integrating k
J

times, and using (308)9 we obtain (on omitting all constants of
\

integration)

. lID

jrk\ Z)- ~ i~1Gi« Vi )[Aiexp( Viz) + (_I)k Bi 8 XP( -v i Z)] •
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(k=O,1,2,000,2n=1)0 That the constants of integration are to be

omitted may be seen by assuming that they are present and, on

substituting in (2 0 12), proving that each vanishes o It may also

be seen by noticing that in the plane case the equations (2 0 12)

are a system of 2n equations in 2n functions W=== *2 10 Theo n=_

system of solutions (6 0 4) contains 2n arbitrary constants 9 and

it is shown in Appendix D that (6 0 4) is the complete solutiono

If a.=0 we have 'V 1 =00 The functions (6 0 4) become

n

*o(Z) = Al Z + BI + i~2 [Ai 6XP(V i Z) + Biexp(-viz)],

~ 1 ( z) = = A1(~ p

n

*k(z) =: I Gk(Vi)[~iexP('Viz)
i=2

+ (=)kBiexP(=ViZ)} 9

k=2,3 jloo0 2n=10

In the *2n=approximation, the only modif1~ations to

equations (6 03) to (6 0 5) are that the Vi are,now, the zeros of F2 +1

and we add to "o/lc( z) the term AoGI{( 'V 0) exp( =Iv (;,z I) in which Iv0 r= 00\

In applying the approximation to, say, a problem in which

we have two media with a plane boundary, we set up the solution

(6 04) in each medium, apply the appropriate ~onditions at the outer

boundary of each medium (which might, for ex~mple, be infinity);

and at the interface we reouire the physically obvious continuity

of the *ko These conditions lead to a set of linear equations for

the constants Ai and Bio The whole labour of applying the

approximation is in the solution of such linear equations o In

ORT=338 Revised this question will be discussed in detail in
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connection with several specific problems, and it will be snown

that in some problems similar to the Milne problem considerable

simplifications in the sets of linear equations are available o

In applying the ap-proximation it must be kept in mind

that in writing (2 010), on which all our subsequent formulae are

based, we used the mean free path as a unit of length o This means

that in (6 0 3) to (6 0 5) z is measured in the mean free path of the
!

medium in which the solution ~s set upo To change back to a cm=

system it is only necessary to replace z by y/£ throughout (y in

cms o ) ..

70 Spherical SY@netryo

As in the plane 9 w(1,IT) is dependent on only on~ space=

coordinate~ r a and one angular coordinate~ ~o All the non=zero

tensor components are propQrtional to ~330003, which we shall write

as ~n( r) 0 Oovariant derivatives are not, however, equivalent to

ordinary derivatives o It is shown in Appendix B that equation (303)

reduces to

(D + ~)(D + ;) 000 (D + k;l) 1Vk(r) := Fk (V2) Wo(r)

where D lS did!" 0

In the W2n=l=approximation

Wo(r) will be; from (305) and (3 0 6),

the differential equation for

.B .(1;]2 = v ~)W 0 ( r) == 0; so tha t
2=:1

n·

1Jr o( r) ~ i~JAiexp( Vi")/v i r + Bi exp( -v i r)/( -v i r)], (7 .. 2)

Using this in (7 0 1) shows that to obtain Wk(r) we have to solve

equations of the type
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where ~ may be positive or negative"

It is easily verified that the solution of this equation

if of the form

f k ( r) = Gk(~) Hk(~r) (4) ,

where, wi th x El ~r9

HO(X) = exp(x)!x, Hl(X) = (l=l!x)Ho(X)'

Hn(X) = Hn=2(x) = (2n=1)Hn=1(x)!x (5)0

From (7 0 1) to (7,,4) we now have, in the spherical case,

n

Wk(r) = I Gk(V i ) [Ai Hk(vir') + (=l)k Bi Hk<=Vil')] 9

i=l

(7,,6)

(4) As in the case of the plane, no constants of integration need

be retained in the solution of (7,,3). This is shown in Appendix Do

(5) For completeness 9 this recursion formula is established directly

in Appendix B" The functio~ Hk(X) appearing here are closely related

to Bessel functions, as is evident from the rec~rsion relation (7,,5),

as well as the relation

[d!dX+(k+l)!X] Hk(x) = Hk=l(x), which is immediately available from

(7"3),, In fact Hk(x) = ~v27(=~) Kk+t(=X), where Kv(X) is the

modified Bessel function of the second ltind and of order )),

K (x)'·III( 1T!2x) exp( -x) for x large.v
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In the special case of no capture (a=o) we have vI = 0 0 Then
lID

voCr) = Al + BI/r + i~2 [Ai HoCvir) + Bi HoC-Vir)] ,

(707)
»

VkCr) ~ BIk:/C2k+l)rk+1 + I GkCVi)[AiBkCVir)+C-I)kBiBkC-Vir)]
i=2

As in the plane cases the even approximation will differ

from (7 0 6) and (707) only by having the additional term

Ao Gk ( vo)Hk ( = rv or[) 9 in which we take v 0 = 000 If we are CO!1sidering

a medium extending from r = a to oog then in apply~ng boundary

conditions we treat this not as a term in AoS! but in the new (finite)

quantity A = AoHo(=lvoal)o This additional term will then behave

as a 8= function, giving no contribution for r > a o

8 0 Cylindrical S~etryo
i

.... -1>
In this case w(r 9il) is a function of only one space

coordinateS! r(distance from the axis of the cylinder, to which

we assign the ~ndex 3); but it is a function of two angular
I •

coord,inates o Eor these we use eelS cos=Ij.L) 9 the angle between
-I>

the direction of il and the direction in which r is measured, and

¢S! the complement of the angle between the projection of non a

plane normal to the radius of the CYlinder and the direction of the

This means that if we number our spac~

xf! 9 ,x3 ) :: (z, ¢"g r) then the angle ¢ is
L

plane, a nd measured from the direction of

(
.... -1» •

It is clear that Wrgil at any point wlII be even in ¢; so

axis of the cylinder o

variable s so ,that (xl,

measured in the xl, x2

2
x "
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that all moments of ~(~9n) with respect to sin m¢ will vanisho

Furthermore, ~(19n) is even in the angle (~/2 - ¢): so that

moments of ~(~9n) with respect to cos(2m+l)¢ will also vanisho

Thus the only non-vanishing moments of *(~9n) must involve even

powers of sin ¢ and cos ¢o We have numbered the axes so that the

physical components of rri are

ITI = sin e sin ¢9 rr 2 = sin 6 cos ¢9 rr3 = cos 6"
i i

Hence.the only non-vanishing components of ~ 1 000 n must have an

even number of both l~s and 2~s in their indices o Expressions for

these components in terms of spherical harmonic moments are available

In the cylindrical case there will [~J + 1 independent

components of order n 9 and alto~ether n(n+l) independe4t components

to consider in the ~2n_l=approximation" In this ~2n=1-approximation

the differential equation (3,,5) for the density is of order 2n, so

that there will be only 2n arbitrary constants in the solution for

the density" The complete solution of the system of equations (2,,12)
j

will, however 9 involve n(n+1) constants; so that there are n(n-l)

constants which must appear in various of the higher-order moments

but do not appear in the density" To determine these moments it

will be necessary to have more than the 2n scalar equations (3.2)

(which were sufficient in the case of the plane); and we have used

the equations in § 50

The differential equation for the density is

n
~l

2 2('iJ = v . )~ = 0 0
~ 0
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In cylindrical coordinat~s the form of the operator '1 2 applied to

a scalar is D2 + (1/r)D 9 where D!!!I ~C> Thus from (8 0 1) we obtain

where I and K are the modified Bessel functions of the first ando 0

second kinds 9 respectively for large x, Io(X)-~ exp(x)!f(2nx),

Ko(x) NV( 1T/2x) exp( -x) "

We may now use (8 0 2) in the equatIons of § 5 to obtain

expressions for W3
9 Wll , W33

9 and so on o In doing so it will be

necessary to test the solutions of each order to see which are

extraneous 0 It is also necessary to recall that the form of the

operator '1 2 a~ an ordinary differential operator depends on the

tensor character of the quantity on which it operates. The

required forms are given in (0 0 1), Appendix 0 0

This very'redious process has, been carried through in the

case of a W3 - approximation 9 and also a W5 - approximation. The

form of the components in the W2n_l-approximation is not immediately

apparent from these examples; and it scarcely seems fruitful to

investigate this general form since it is improbable that,.,. the/ labour

of applying the W7-(or even the W5-) approximation in the form in

which it is ~t present available will ever appear to be worthwhile o,

The results in the W3- and the W5- cases are given below o Rather

than giving the tensor components themse2.ves we give combinations

of the components which have a more convenient forme>

In the W3 - approximation
2

0/ 0 ~ i~l [Ai Io(vir) + Bi Ko(vir)] 0
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\jI3 = I Gl(V i ) [Ai Il(vir) - Bi Kl(vir) ]" (8,,3)
i

\jill =I = G2(v i ), [Ailo(vir) + Bi Ko(v i r)]/2 + M Io(Br) + NKO(Br),
i

30/ 113
+ 40/333 ~ ~ 5G3(Vi)[AiI3(vir) - BiK3(Vir~ /2

- 5[MI3(~r) - NK3(~r)]/~"
where ~ = "'7.

Since, in cylindrical coordinates, h(l) = h(3) = 1,

there is no difference between physical compon~nts and tensor

components for the quantities appearing in (8.3)" The same is

trua irl (8 .. 4), below"
i

In the \jI 5 - approximation,
3

\jI 0 = j [A . I (v. ~) + B. K (v. r)} "
f~l 1 0 1 1 0 1

( 8.4)

I (B.r) + N.K (B.r)] ,o J J 0 J
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\jfll + 2\jf33 =I3 G2(V i ) [Ai I 2(v i r) + Bi K2(Vi r)]/2

i

+i[MjI2(~jr) + NjK2(~jr)J p

j

\jf113 = I -G3 (V i )[ Ai I1(vir) -BiK1(Vir)] /2

i

- ~ 5[Mjll(~jPl - NjKl(~jPl] 13~j'

3\jf113 + 4$"333 =~. 5 G3 (V i )[ AiI3(Vir)=BiK3(Vir)]/2

+ BiKO()liPl]/8 -I: ~ 5(~/-7l
I

X[M j I O «(3jr)+N j K
O

«(3jr)]/12 I3 j .
2

+ P Io(yr) + Q Ko(yr)9

WIllI + 2W 1133 ~ ~ - 5 G4(Vil[AiI2(ViPl+BiK2(viPl]/e- 45(~j2_7)

( 8.. 4)

-435(~/-7l [Mj I4(Wj Pl + Nl4(~jPl]/12~/
+ PI4(yr) + Q K4(yr)"
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Vlll13 = L3 GS(V i )[ AiII(vir) - Bi KI (V i r)]/8
i I

- ~ 7(~/-7) [MjII(~jlll) - NjKI(~jr)J;l~~j

- 9[p;1(yr) = QK1(yrj]/5r,

3Vlll13 + 4v11333 = ~ - 7 G
S(V i )[ Ai I 3(v i r) - Bi K3(v i r)]/8

+ ~ 7(~j2_7)[MjI3(Bjr)-NjK3(~jr)]/44Bj

~ 27~I~(yr)=QK3(yr)]ls61

SVl1113 + 201/111333 + 16V33333 = ~ 63 Go:> (v iJ[AiIS (v i r) -BiKS(vir)18

+ ~ . lOS( B/-7{MjIS(~jr) - NjKS( Bjr) J;44~j

= 9[rIs (yr)=QKs (yr)]/y,

where ~.(j=192) are the positive roots o~ ~4 = 18~2 + 33 ~ Op and
J ~

Y = IlL,
i

In the special case o~ no capture (a±o) we have vl~b.
,

The equations (8 0 3) and (8 0 4) remain as they are except for the

terms from 1=1 in the first sumo These terms must be replaced

as follows: in both the W3= and W5=approximat1on p (8 0 3) and (8o~),

t~e terms with 1=1

1n W0 are to replaced by Al = B1 log r

in ljJ3 by Bl/3r,

inljJll + 2ljJ33 by 2B1Isr2,

in 3ljJ 113 + 4Jr 333 by 8Bl/7r~
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in 0/1111 + 80/1133 + 80/3333 by

in 50/11113 + 20~11333 + 16w33333

16Bl /3r4
9

by 384Bl/llr5~

and in all the other terms by

APPENDIX A

Definition of Tensors"

In this appendix we recall, for convenience, the required
"

definitions from tensor calculus" We also sketch the development

!

(A~l)

From (Ael)ix ewhere fl.9 f2 , f3 may be arbitrary functi ons of the

of the properties of the' spherical harmonic tensors"

Suppose that the variables xi are tra~sformed into variables

xi by the general non=singular transformation

=i 1'1 ( 1 2 3)x = X gX gX 9

and the inverse transfprmation we get linear relations between

the qifferentials:

dxi - .ox
i

dxj!l dxi ax
i

dx j ,.· (A .. 2)
- ax j = ai j

If!} under the transformation (A.l), a set of quantities

ui~ran8form so that lii = (axi/axj ) uj
p then the ui are called the

-+contravar>iant CDJ11POnents of a vector U o Contravariance , that isc

this p~rticular type of beh~viour und~r tranform~tion, will be

indicated by a superscript Q If a set of quantities Vi tranform
. " i

under (Aol) by the law Vi = (axJ/ax ) Vj then the Vi are the

covariant components of a vector l.. For higher-order sets of

quantities: uij are contravariant components of a tensor of

rank two if 9 ,under (Aol), uij = (aii/axffi)(aij/axn ) umn ;

mixed components of a tensor if u; = (axi/axffi)(axn/ai j )

i
~j ~re

mu
l1

; and
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The (symmetric) covariant metric tensor gij is d~fined

by the line element

ds
2 = gij dx

i
dx

j
"

If u i and ui are related by the equation u i = gij uj~ the~ u i and

u
i

are said tQ be "associated", they are 9 respectively, the contra

variant and covariant components of the same vector" Similarly,
mn ij .if u ij = gim gjn u then, u ij and u are g ~espect2vely, contra-

i .
variant and covariant compon~nts of the same tensor" By g J we

indicate the contravariant metric tensor, the tensor associated

with gijO If g is the ~eterminant Igijl, and Gij the cofactor of
ij GiJ: . .

gij in g9 then g = -g-~ If a Cartesian coordinate system, since

gij = 0 (iJj)9 gii = 1, there is no distinction between contra

variant and covariant components"

Tensor Differentiationo
,

We use the symbol Di to represent the tensor operation
iof covariant differentiation with respect to x 0 This operation

'kis defined so that DiU j is a cQvariant tensor of rank two, DiU J

is a mixed tensor of rank three, and so ono D'J'l represen~s the
2 C I

successive differentiations Di Dj Dk , and has the tensor char-

acter indicated by the sUbscriptso One may also define contra

variant differentiation, by the relation Di = gij Djo In general

D ujk"oo =
i 1m" ""

au jl{o 0 "

m"o"
ax i

+ + 00"

r s I
li jj

U jk o "0

sm"" "
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where [j iJis called a Christoffel symbol, and is given by

[j i kJ=
1 gin

ag jn agkn ag jk
) 0 (A.,4)( Ie + -----:r= -2 ax ax J axn

These symbols~ which are symmetric in j and k~ do not by them-

selves have tensor properties o In rectangular Cartesian coordinates

0; ~o that in these coordinates covariant differentiation
,

reduces to ordinary partial differentiation.,

In cylindrical polar coordinates (xl,x~~x3)=(z,¢,r)

ds2 = dz2 + r 2d¢2 + dr2 ,

and the only non-zero Christoffel symbols are

-r, 1r 0

1 2 3)In spherical polar coordinates (x ~x ,x _

and the non=zero Christoffel symbols are

(¢,6,r),

Fund~mental Property of Tensorso

It follows from the ~efinition of a tensQr that if two

tensors are equal in one system of coordinates they are eoual in

any other o This property is important in that it allows us to

investigate a tensor in some convenient system of cooFdinates and

carryover the results to other systems of coordinate So For

example~ since in rectangular Cartesi~n coordinates the components

of gij are constants we know that in these (and hence in any

system of coordinates into which they may be tr~nsfor~ed)
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That is, the fundamental tensor is a constant with respect to

tensor differentiation o

in Oartesian coordinates

= D
j

D
i

uk-t?

Again 9 since

klD
i

Dj u

D
i

[u j uk]and

then covariant differentiation is commutative and the ordinary rules

of differentiation apply in any coordinate system into which these

coordinates may be transformed (l o e. in any Euclidian space). Also?

since in Cartesian coordinates the invariant
i --I>

. D
l

u =div u, (A~7)

(Ao 8)

then div ~ is given by Di u i ip any coordinates. The invariant

operation Di Di is the Laplacian in Cartesian coordinates, and

hence in any system of coordinates the operator

D
i

Di
E! \;.,2

0

We shall now use this convenient property or tensors to

build up the

Spherical Harmonic Tensor~

In a Cartesian system of coordinates we define

(at r=l),--;:-......,.:a:-n_~_-io1·......, (l
r

)
i lax 0000000 ax n

where r is distance from the origin (r2 = gi~ xi xk)o Before

(Ao 9)

considering other coordinate systems we express tensors in terms
--I>

of components of a unit vector n for which, in Cartesian coordinates?

n i = xi/r o On car~ying out the differentiation in (A o 9), using

aria x
j

= xj/r and
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+
Xi x. ooooxi1 ~2 n

r 2n+l

gi . x.j xi
1~2/,3"oOO ~

2n=1
r

(~ agjtx.l )
-' k = gjk~ we get

ax

(=~fn [(=1)ll'(lo30500 o,,(2n=1))

,+ 0000 to ([i] + 1) terms],

where by Lwe indicEl-te the sum over all the different terms which

may be formed by rearranging subscripts" Now replacing x~r by

ilk and then setting r=l we have, in Oartesian coordinates,

Ti1""oin = nf [(1,,30500'0(2n=1~Ui ooo12i = (1,,3050ooo(2n=3)
l n

xI Ui3 oooili
n

g i 1 i 2

This tensor equation will remain valid :tn any cbordinate system.\l

and we use (A"ll) as the form T in general" We may, of
ilooooin

course 9 also write

the subscripts in (Aoll)g
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i i
T 1"00 n :::

The first few

i i Jg 1 2 + etc s 0

contravariant spherical harmonic tensors are written

explicitly in (2 0 1)0

In Oartesian coordinates the components of a tensor are

dimensionally homogeneous and appropriate to the ouantity represented

by the tensor o This is n~t in general true for other orthogonal

coordinate systems o To get quantities which are dimensionally

conrect 9 the so~called physical components of;a tensor? it is

necessary to express the components with respect to Oartesian axes

which 9 at the point in question 9 are tangent to the parametric lines

of the coordihate system in use" These Oartesian coordinates at a

point are usually referred. to as "Riemannian Ooordinates" 0 ( If'

the line-element for a system of' orthogonal ooordinates be

2dB ::: + +

1
(gii::: 2 )

h(i)

(the bracket on ~(i) indicating that the quantity does not have
\

tensor character)? then the physical components of? say?

o

(The summation convention is not to be applied here,,)

We are now in a position to indicate the close relation-

ship between the physical components of the spherical harmonic

tensors and the usual spherical haftTIonics p(m)(cos~)sin m ¢o. n cos
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First, there are just 2n+l linearly independent physical components

of the tensor (A o 13)o This follows from the fact that since the

tensor is symmetric there are only (n~1)(n+2)/2 different components,

and that the different physical components satisfy then(n-l)/2

representation (A o 12). We have

f 1 jji3000in
= L 2 T

j =1 h (j) .

= 0 0

If now 9 as in (2 0 4)9 we number the axes so that

-1
U = sin e sin if> 9

-2
U = sin e cos if> 9 f[ 3 = cos e;

and use these in the relation

-iloooin 1 [. *.1 1 i 2 i J
T = Dr (1 03050.0(2n-l)) lL IT 000 rr n +000 ,

which is merely (Ao13) rew~itten using (Ao14), it is evident that
=i 1 oooinT is a linear combination of the surface spherical harmonics

of the nth ordero In (2.4) to' (2.6) we have given examples of these

combinations, including all the components of which we have made

use.
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APPENDIX B

CRT-340

EQUATIONS FOR SPHERICAL HARMONIC MOMENTS IN THE SPHERICAL CASE

Due to the symmetry wi th·· respect to the azimuthal angle,
i i

- 1"00 nall the non-zero tensor components of 1Jr are proportional

to~30003, as in the plane case" We define ~30003 =1Jr ° The
n

only non-zero components are the moments with respect to those
i i

T Loo n which contain an even number (or zero) of indices 1 and 2;
i i

that is f 1 000 n = 0 if in iloooin there are an odd number of

lis and 2 9 8 0

We spow that in the spherical case

i i []D. . 1Jr 1 000 n = (:D+2/r)(D+3/r)00o D+(n+l)/r 1Jrn ?
lloooln

where D = d/dr o For this purpose we note first from (2 012) that

L
(n)

(B" 2)

We specialize this equa~ion b.1 deciding to set 11 = 12 = GOO = i n=3,

so that the terms within each sum will be equal, and the equation

becomes
jiloooi i 1 i2000in

(n+1) Dj1Jr n + (2n-1) D 1Jr

i 1 i 2 ji3000in i 1000 i
- (n-1) g Dj'!r + (2n+1)'!r n = 0,

with i 1 = 0"0 = in = 30 Then, from (A03),
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On using the expressions for the Christoffel symbols in the spherical
i i

case (A06), and the fact that W 1 00 0 n is a function of x3 only,

(B.,4) becomes

= (D + ~)'n+l + [112J.23••• ; - ~(r2 31n26.113•• 3+ r2.223•• 3~

(B o 5)

The second term on the right of (B05) vanishes, having only one

index 2; and the terms in braeke ts are, by (Ao 14) , \ji113 0" 3+ ij7'223 " 03,

and this i's equal to _0/30003(= -Wn-l) by (A o15)o Hence

jiloooin n+2
DjW = (D + r)W 0 (B o 6)

n+l
Similarly

(B07)

0, we obtain

i l 12000in
D W = DWn_l when 11 = i 2 = 000 = in = 30

Using (B,,6) to (BoB) in (B,,3) gives

(B.9)
(This equation could, of course, be obtained directly by first

putting the transport eouation in spherioal coordinate~ and taking,

moments with respect to Pn (Il); but it has been derived here merely

for the sake of completeness in the presentation. As we have stated

before, the tensor approach is not justified for the spherical case

alone o )
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2.)' 3+ - 11,r 'i' 9

We now proceed to establish (Bol)" We start from (3.1)

which gives

D ",(n+l) - _ n1+l 1(2n+l) D( ) \jJ(n) + nIJ2 D ,.'I,(n+l)].
(n+l)o/ l n (n+l}o/'

~. (B,.IO)
and assume that. ) -,
D(k)\jJ(k) := (D+2/r) (D+3/r) <>E>0lD+(k+I)/rJ\jJk' for k< n e (Boll)

This is true for

D(l)W(l) ~ Diw
i ~ d:i - Wi + [/Jwn.~ (D

on using (A o 6) and the fact that \jJ2 = a.

On using (B,.11) in (BolO) we get on the right the term

IJ2( D+2/r) (D+3/r) 00 0 (D+n/r)\jJn-l (B o I2)

The operator IJ2(=Di Di ) when applied toa scalar is of the form

(D+2/r)D. Thus

the operator (B o12) s (D+2/r)D(D+2/r)ooo(D+n/r),

and thi s I: (D+2/r) (D+3/1» "" • 0 [ D+( n+l) /r][D-( n-l) /rJ',
the last form being a consequence of the relation

(D-k/r) [D+(k+2)/r] = [D+(k+3)/r][D-(k+I)/r] 0

Now using (B o13) and (B.ll) in (B.lO) we obtain

D(n+I)\jJ(n+l) = - n~l (D+2/r)ooo[D+(n+I)/r] k2n+l )vn+1D..,.(n-I)/r]\jJn_l]'

and this, in view of (B.9), becomes

D(n+I)\jJ(n+I)= (D+2/r)(D+3/r)ooo[D+(n+2)/r]\jJU+I'

as required" This relation is used ini 70

The Recursion Relation for the Functions Hk(X)o (See (703) to (705»)0

In the relation (703):

(D+2/r)(D+3/r)ooo [D+(k+l)/r]fk(r) = Fk (T)2)exP(T)r)/T)r
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=-nG ('n)'n-l 'I ,

we stl-bsti tute 'l1r = X" and use D' for d/dx. This relation becomes

(D' ·2/x)~ "" [D 1+( k+l) IxJfk = Fk( 'l1 2) exp( x) I X'l1k =Gk ('l1) exp( x) Ix.

We now assume

f k = Gk ('l1) Hk(X),

(where Ho(X) - exp(x)/x, and HI(X) = (1-l/x)Ho(XV, and it follows

at once that

[D' + (k+I)/x]Hk(X) ::::l Hk_l(x)" (B.16)

The relation (Bo9) holds for each term of the sum with which we

express ~ ; so that using (B o I5) and replacing 'l1r by x, (B o 9) gives
n .

(n+l) Gn+l ('l1) [DI +( n+~ I x] Hn+l (x) + nGn_1('l1) [D I -( n-l) IX]Hn_1 (X)

+ (2n +I) G ('l1)H (x) 1'l1 = 0;, (B0 17)n n,

If we use (B o l6) to eliminate the derivatives in (B o 17) we obtain

[(n+l)Gn+I ('l1) + (2n+I)Gn('l1)/'l1]Hn(X)

+ nGn_1 ('l1) [Hn_2(X) - (2n-I)Hn_1 (X)/x] = 0. (B o I8)

However, from (304) and (308) we have the relation

(n+l) Gn+I ('l1) + (2n+l)Gn('l1)/'l1

and u~ing this in (B o I8) we obtain

Hn(X) = Hn_2(x) - (2n-I)Hn_l (x)/x

as re qUired"
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Formula for the Oylindrical Case o

In the cylindrical case we have to consider only those

tensor components which have an even number of 19 8 and 2 9 s 1n their

indices: and in view of relation (2 07) we may restrict our attention

to components whose indices consist of only 19 s and 39so To

obtain these from equations (5 01) and (5 0 2) we need to express

various tensor qerivatives in terms of ordinary derivatives o This

can be done with the help of (A03) and (~5); and althou~h the

process may become tedious 9 it is quite straightforwardo

We quote only the following formula which is very useful

in handling (50~) and (5 0 2),

using (Ao 3), (A05) and (2 07)0

and which may be established easily
9 1 1 3 j- 2 i 1 iIf V~o/ 000 9 000 represents V 0/ 000 n

evaluated when 11 = 12 = 000 - i r = 1 (with r even) and the remaining

indices are equal to 3 9 then

iJ

(Dt::: + 1- D ~r

The form of (0 01) shows at once that ~100019 30003 where

there are s indices equal to 3 must involve the Bessel functions

Is and Ks and in addition the functions I S =2 and Ks <?2 which will

similarly appear in 1jfl o o o 1 9 1130003 etc o Hence the moment with,
s indices 3 will be a linear combination of Bessel functions of

orders S9 s=2 9 s-4 9 and so ono This accounts for the form of the

solutions given in (8 0 3) and (804)"
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Oompleteness of the Solutions (Odd ApproximationsL

We shall for the moment confine our attention to the odd

approximations. Our purpose is to establish the completeness of

tpe solutions given in (6.0 4) and (70.6) in the plane and spherical

cases. This will be done in the plane case if we show that the

detarminant, of which the 21th and (2i+l)st elements of the k th

row are

Gk(vi)exp(viz) and Gk(-vi)exp(-viz)~

is not identically zero" Let us redesignate the numbers vI' -)!.l'

v 2 ,ooov n , -v n by 'lll~ 'll2~ooo9'll2n; so that the determinant in question

is

/Gk('llj)exP('lljz) I 9 (k=O~1,oo .. 2n-l)o

(j=192~ ... o2n)

Since we may divide eXP('lljz) from each column, it will suffice to

show that

( D.. I)

In the spherical case we merely replace exp('ll .z) by Hk('ll.r). If
. J J

we suppose r to be large, then we need consider only the leading

terms of Hk('lljr), which are eXP('lljr)/'lljr, and independent of k ..

Hence for the spherical case t·oo we require only (Dol) 0

We now recall that the 'llj are the roots of

(D.2)

where

Fo = 1~ F1 = -a 9 and

kFk ('ll2) + (2k-l) F1{-1 ('ll2) + (k-I)'ll2 Fk_2('ll2) = 0"

From (D.3) it is clear that for k > 2
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Fk(~2) = Rk(~2) + a sk(n
2
), (D.4)

where Rk and Sk are polynomials in ~2 and free of a, and Sk(o) J 0"

From (D,,2) and (D,,4) we may write

where

R2n(~~)iS an even polynomial of degree 2n in ~j'

S2n(~j) is an even polynomial of degree 2(n-l) in ~j'

and S2n(o) J 0"

Using (D o 5) to eliminate a from the Fk in (D,,3), we

obtain

Fo(~j) = S2n(~;)/S2n(~;) FI(~;) = R2n(~;)/S2n(~;)9 and

(D" 6)

where T2m is polynomial of degree n-I+m '2a in ~ j'

and T2n- 1
is of thf3 same degree as T2m"

We now quote a lemma, which we shall establish later,

tha,t, for the smallest ~/ j=l) 9 Fk(~i) as expressed in (D,,6) has
I

a factor, of ~ik9 exactly" Since from (D,,3) it i13 obvious that

the form of Fk(nj) is independent of j, it will follow from the

lemma that
2 2k = ( '2 ( 2

Fk(~j)~j Tk~j)/S2n~j)9

where the degree of Tk(~~) will be (n-I-k/2) in ~;k if k is even

and [n-k+l)/2] in ~~, if k is odd; and where Tk(o) I 0, (since
2kthe factor ~j appears exaotlY)" Using (D" 7) to rewrite 11 in

(Dol), recalling that Gk(~j) = Fk(~j2)/~~
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I k - 2 I 2 26 = ~j Tk(~j) /~ S2n(~j) a 8/g S2n(~j)0 (D08)

Now eonsidering the degree of Tk for k = 2n-l, 2n-3, 000' and the

fact that the coefficients of Tk are independent of j, we see that

the form of the terms of th~ r0WS of 8 in (D 08), starting from the

bottom, are:

where the C9 s are constants and

C(o) 2n-l
2n-l ~ j ,

C( 0) ;,
2n-2

2n-2
1'1 j .,

(C( 0)
2n-3

c~o) } O.

We may consequently reduce 8 by taking a multiple of the

(2n-l)st row from the (2n-3)rd row, to leave it proportional to

~~n-3, similarly reduce the (2n-4)th row by using the (2n-2)nd, and

so on. Then removing the constant factors, C2~~l ' C2~~~ '.00 from

each row, we see that, except for a non-zero constant factor, 8 is

equal to the determinant 1:n~I; which is not zero since ~j -J~flJ(j}J2.)o
This establishes (D.l), and hence th~ completeness of the

solutions given in the plane and spherical cases. The fact th&t

6 may be replaced by a determinant of the form Ir)~1 will also' be

used in CRT-338 Revised, in obtaining simplified forms of the

linear equations given by the boundary conditions in particular

problems with plane symmetry.

Lemma.

We wish to show that Fk(~i) when expressed independently
2kof a has the facotr ~1 exactly. From (4.4) we have

k

Fk(~i) = (-I)kTi~Pk( 1/~1) [1 - (l-a).L \ pik)/2 [l-'llJ.~i(k)JJ. (D .. 9)
1::: l'
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and hence
m

V p. (rn) /2[ 1-11 IJ.. (m)]L 3. 1 1

i='1

where the f?uperscripts on the /-L~k) and p~k) indicate that they

are associated wi th P1t(/-L)" In (D" 9) the term 111kPk( 1/111) is a

polynomial in 1ll with a constant term different from zero" It

remains to show that the bracket in (D o 9) has a factor 1l~ko

Since, in the (m-l)st approximation, 1ll is the smallest

root of Fm(1l 2 ) = 0, we have

I - (I-a)/ i!l Pi(m)/~l-~l~l(m)J " 0

If /-Ll(m) is the largest positive root of Pm(lJ.) = 0, it is clear

that 1ll < l/lJ~i (m); and hence 1l11J.,(m)< 1 and we may expand in (DolO)
i 1

using the binomial theorem" This will give

1.~_11 Pi (m) I{~-~Illi (m)] = ~ ~ [ ~o ~f Pi (m) (Ili (m) f J
-- l? (Do 11)

= 1 ~ .e. ~ (m) (m)l

}:

£.=0 1ll i =1 Pi 1 (1J.1 ). "

IJ (m) (m) £- J Il [0 .i.. oddBut for~ _< 2m-I, we have . p. (IJ.. ) = IJ.vdlJ.
ill ~l - 2/(21+1),

,feven

2/ 4/ 2(m~1)/() 2m::;: l+1ll 3+1ll 5+0"" +1l1 2m-I + O( 11 1 )"

(D,,12)

In (D o l2) it may easily be shown that the coefficient of 1l~m will

definitely not be y{2m+l) but it will be (1-1/C~)/(2m+l), where

C is the coefficient of IJ.m in P (IJ.)., From (D o12) and (DolO) wem m
now have

I-a = 1/[1+'ni/3 +00" +l1i(m-l) /( 2m-I) + O(llimy]"
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Now considering the bracketed term in (D o 9), since

k < m we know that the largest

than ~l(m), and hence~l~i(k) <

expand the term in (Do9) as we

positive root of Pk(~) is less

1 · . (m) 1 W ths lnce ~l"u'i < 0 e may en

did in (Doll) to obtain

[1.-(1-a).f Pi (k)12G-'1if'i(k)] = 1-( i-a) [1+'1i/3+. "-I'l1i( k-l) I( 2k-l)

1=1 + o(~2k)]
1 (Do 14)

where the coefficient of the term in ~ik is not 1/(2k+l)o If we

now substitute from (D o 13) for (I-a) we see at once that the right

hand side of (D o14) has a factor of ~ik exactly. This establishes

the lemmao

The Even Approximations.

Only a slight extension of the considerations used in

dealing with the odd approximations is requi~ed here. In place

of the ~j of (D o 2) we have now the 2n roots of F2n+I(~~) = O. and

the additional number ~o' where Inol = 00. As before, we require

to show
k = O,1, ••• ,2n,

j = 0,1, 0 • " ,2n 0

(D o 15)

The numbers Gk (~o) which appear in the first column of b. are a

set of constants which may at once be wri tten down from (Lj.• 4) , in

fact Gk(~O)' for ~o = 00, is the coefficient of the constant term

in (-l)kPk(~). rfhe other columns may be expressed precisely as

they were in the former case, and for (D.7) we will have

(D.16)
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the only difference from the former case being that when 1\: is

even the total degree of the numerator on the right will be 2n,

instead of 2(n-I), and the degree of the denominator is now 2n o

It is formally obvious that in any column the coefficients of

~~n in the even rows are related just as are the values of
J

G2 (~ ); and this may be readily verified if one goes into detail.
·m a

This means that if in this case we set out to reduce b. by sub-

tracting multiples of the last two from the other rows containing

'Y)2n lout th t f th f' t I ( t'J INe c ear e non-zero erms . rom e Irs co umn excep

the last) at the same time as we clear out the ~2n from the other

columns. Hence in this case b. is proportional to a determinant

o

o

o

of the form
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I____Q L _
I

G ( ) I 2n
2n ~o I ~ j

.,

and (Dol) is true in the even approximations as well.




